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Dear Dr. Lawrence Uchenna OKOYE, Dr. Hilda Chigozie OKOYE, Dr. Johnson I. OKOH, Dr. Felix N. EZEJI, Dr.
Alexander Ehimare OMANKHANLEN and Dr. Kester C. ONOR,
Congratulations! I am pleased to inform you that your paper submission “Environmental Factors and Academic
Performance in Selected Public Secondary Schools in Anambra State, Nigeria” to the International Business
Information Management Conference (35th IBIMA) Seville, Spain has been accepted for presentation at the
conference. The paper will be included in the conference proceedings (ISBN: 978-0-9998551-4-0) as a full paper.
 
In addition to publishing the paper in the conference proceedings, the paper, after addressing review comments, is
also recommended for “Journal of South African Business Research". Journals are published by IBIMA publishing,
USA. Journals website: https://www.ibimapublishing.com.  IBIMA publishing team will guide you after the conference
on journal publication process.
 
If you are interested in the journal publication as well, please include publication charges on the registration form.
 
Attached to this e-mail:
 
1)      Camera ready format guidelines for 35th IBIMA (in Microsoft word)
2)      IBIMA Publication agreement (in pdf)
3)      Registration form
4)      IBIMA publishing Publication agreement (in case you choose to proceed for journal publication as well)
 
At this time, please make sure that you take care of the following details:
 
1. Please provide your final Submission (in Microsoft word format) electronically to me by 10 May 2020. Make sure to
follow the attached guidelines in preparing this document. Please be sure to include the reference #1315 in the subject
line of your email when you send the paper.
 
2. In order for the paper to be included in the conference and the proceedings, one author must register by 10 May
2020.  Further, there is a reduced registration fee for co-author personal participation at the conference. For more
details, check registration form and website: https://ibima.org/conference/35th-ibima-conference/#ffs-tabbed-111  
 
3. A registration form is attached. Please fill it out (digitally) and e-mail back to IBIMA to the Managing editor who sent
you the acceptance email.  Please attach to your email back to us your online payment receipt.
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4. Check list for all attachments to your email back to us:
 
- Revised and formatted paper
- Registration form completely filled out.
- Copyright agreements
- Receipt of online conference registration fee payment or wire transfer
 
We look forward to your participation in this major international conference. IBIMA international conference




Dr. Khalid S. Soliman




Dr. Khalid S. Soliman
IBIMA Publishing, USA
http://www.ibimapublishing.com
International Business Information Management Association, USA
http://www.ibima.org
Associate Professor of MIS
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